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When we talk about a flyer, it can be described in simple terms as a single page or a single leaflet
like page. A basic flyer is used for the purpose of marketing and advertisement. This can be used by
anyone and a company of any size. This advertising technique does not make limitations about the
size or type of the company. This idea can be used by anyone in any way. This way of marketing is
commonly used by companies like technology related firms, night clubs, restaurants and even the
upcoming events are advertised this way. It is a very cheap and reliable method of advertisement. 
This is almost the half of rest of the idea that relate to media marketing and the other. Club flyers, as
the name defined are used to do adverts about the night clubs based in your city, which is locally or
even nationally. This can even be used to advertise any sort of events being organized by the clubs
and the nightclubs like party themes and others.

Flyers are also known by the name of leaflets in the marker, so these club flyers can also be defined
as club leaflets.  This idea is used by the smaller companies more often and by those who aim at
targeting people around them on a very regular passing by basis. This is a suitable option for
smaller clubs and companies as they do not have enough profits to cope with the heavy cost of
advertising on TV and magazines.  This idea is used by the clubs on a very often basis due to the
fact that they are focusing on very normal audience and whom they can target by just posting a few
banners and poster near the bus stops, restaurants and such areas. The club fliers should be
designed very creatively, and their idea of the design is the most important thing in them. The idea
should be based on something unique and attractive. Bold colors should be used to make the leaflet
or flier more visible as it can be seen by everyone passing nearby. The colors should be used in a
contrasting manner, so it gives and eye catchy look.

The poster should not be made in a way that it gives a boring and dry look. It is seen that the
potential customers of the clubs and night clubs and live people, and usually are of young ages. So
the poster or the advert on the leaflet should be designed in a manner that it targets younger and
exact audience. This can be done on any paper size.Another thing to be made sure is that there is
proper information available towards the place, which is required. For a club, proper address and all
other attractive features should be mentioned to attract more and more customers.  Flyers can be
distributed in streets, colleges, and usually the places where more targeted crowd is expected. This
way you can make the perfect use of your club flyers.
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